
Tech Powered 

Smart Accounting + Finance Services

For fast growing businesses



 THRIVE  TOGETHER  

Starting & growing business is not easy. Work

with a team who has done it before and is

focussed  on helping you grow! 

You focus on growth. We do the heavy lifting.



We are an A-team of finance professionals

on a mission to help our clients thrive by

taking sound financial decisions. 



Remote + Realtime Accounting

We do remote, yet real-time accounting as against

periodic/batch processing like most others. This enables us

to close the months faster and you are able to access more

accurate, update data.  



Comprehensive Service

Our Managed Accounting Services come in as a

comprehensive offering. It includes accounting,

compliances, bank account management, AR, AP, reporting,

everything.  



Insightful MIS

We deliver MIS and on-demand reports which help you stay

on the top of the business. Our reports are visual,

interactive and insightful.  



Cashflow Management

If there's one metric a business MUST manage, its cashflow.

We help analyse cashflows, maintain cashflow forecasts,

invest surplus cash prudently.  



Planning, Budgeting &

Monitoring 

As Eisenhower famously said, plans are nothing, planning is

everything. We help our clients be prepared with planning,

and budgeting. We also help monitor by tracking &

analysing variances. 



Financial Analysis, Reporting,

Dashboards 

It's important to generate accurate and reliable financial

reports such as financial statements, MIS, KPI trackers,

dashboard at periodic frequency. Its even more important

to analyse these and follow through.  



Never miss a deal

Since, we do real-time accounting, we are always available

for an audit or a due diligence. This helps you close the

deals faster.  



Latest Tools & Technology 

Our agile execution is powered by use of latest tools and

technology. We are fanatic about latest technologies to

make our and clients' lives simpler and more efficient. We

follow 100% piracy free environment. All end points are

secured, and data is always encrypted.



Who are our clients

Technology Drone Tech Crypto Software/IT

Our monthly all inclusive fees start at $700.



Problem solving and forward looking mindset. Thoughtful and

dependable solutions balancing short term and long term benefits.

Core values

F - A - S - T

Flawless, agile execution. Accountability/ownership for the results we

produce. Deep understanding of client’s business and industry.

FORWARD LOOKING

AGILE

SIMPLE

Simplicity is at the heart of what we do. We strive for simplicity in all

things we do. Our processes, our solutions, everything. 

THRIVE TOGETHER

We empower, trust and grow with each other. We have the backs of the

people we work with, our clients, our team members, as we work

together to achieve great things.



How to Reach Us

OFFICE

3400 Cottage Way, Ste G2 #7904 

Sacramento , California 95825

PHONE  NUMBER

+1 917 909 8833

EMAIL  ADDRESS

prasad@cfologic.co
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